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English Spelling (Quiz) 

1. Study the meanings of the vocabulary words and practice how to use them in sentences. 

*Remember that one of the best ways to learn vocabulary words is to continuously practice 

their usage and put them in sentences.  

Homework Tasks 

1.  Read the next chapter in your anchor book then solve the following task in your 

reading Journal: 

If you were the main character in your book, how would you handle the situation 

he or she faces in the story?  Be sure to briefly describe the situation before telling 

how you would handle it. 

Start out:  If I were the main character in my book I would… 

 

 

Spelling:  Directions For each of the exercises below, write the British English spelling of the word 

that is given in its American version. 

 American spelling: theater 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: organization 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: practice 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: program 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: liter 

British spelling: __________________ 



 American spelling: humor 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: analyze 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: center 

British spelling: __________________ 

 American spelling: neighbor 

British spelling: __________________ 

2. Writing: Directions: words that help the reader smell, see, hear, feel, or 

taste are referred to as sensory language or descriptive language. Without 

descriptive language, stories would be dry and factual. Brainstorm words 

that help the reader smell, see, hear or taste the experience after choosing  

one of the following topics: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 People gather at places like malls, fairgrounds, schools, gymnasiums, sports 

fields and swimming pools. Think of a place in your town where there are 

lots of people. How does it look, sound, smell, and feel to be there? Now, 

describe that crowded place so that your reader can feel as if he or she is 

there. 

 Alice visits Wonderland in Alice in Wonderland. Wonderland is the land of 

her dreams. What is the ideal place for you? What place do you dream 

about? What does it look like? Does it have a smell? How does it feel? Do 

The title of your 

descriptive essay 

Smell 

Taste 

Sight 

Sound 

Sound 

Touch 



you hear sounds there? Describe the ideal place of your dreams in such a 

way that the reader can picture it, too 

 

 


